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MCSE Training Guide: TCP/IP is the most comprehensive, cost-effective, efficient way to pass the Internetworking Microsoft TCP/IP on the Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 (Exam 70-59) elective. Organized in a concise, easy-to-read manner, this book is the only study material readers will need to pass one of the most challenging elective s to become a Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer! Written by a professional author team of Microsoft Certified Systems Engineers and Microsoft Certified Trainers Includes hundreds of test questions, lists, table, notes, tips, and tricks to completely prepare users for the exams CD-ROM contains several TCP/IP test engines to emulate the test-taking situation

In preparing for this exam, you learn some of the most useful networking skills you can have. TCP/IP is widely used on a variety of networks. Although TCP/IP has its roots in the Unix operating system and in the Internet, it often is used to connect different network operating systems into one heterogeneous network. Of course, a knowledge of TCP/IP is vital for establishing and maintaining Internet connections because TCP/IP is the Internet's protocol. However, a growing number of businesses are choosing to distribute vital internal information through intranets. Although intranets use mainly Web and FTP publishing (contained in Microsoft's Internet Information Server or IIS), once again, all these services depend on the TCP/IP protocol. (An intranet is a network intended strictly for internal use. For example, many companies use a Web server on a corporate intranet to distribute employee handbooks, phone lists, internal job listings, and shared work.)
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Information Security Governance (Wiley Series in Systems Engineering and Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
This book provides an understanding of governance and its relevance to information security. It gives readers a clear, step-by-step approach to developing a sound security strategy aligned with their business objectives in order to ensure a predictable level of functionality and assurance. Next, it explores various approaches to implementing the...
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The Radical Leap: A Personal Lesson in Extreme LeadershipKaplan Business, 2004
The business world is ready for an entirely new approach to leadership, and Steve Farber has written the perfect book to energize business leaders and help them make the leap into extreme leadership.  In fact, taking a giant "L.E.A.P" forward is exactly what Farber prescribes.  What exactly is an extreme leader?  One who cultivates love,...
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UNIX to Linux(R) Porting : A Comprehensive Reference (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development)Prentice Hall, 2006

Port Your UNIX® Applications to Linux®–Quickly, Efficiently, and Reliably


Increasingly, developers, architects, and project managers face the challenge of porting their C, C++, and Java applications from UNIX® to Linux® environments. Now,...
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Boatowner's Illustrated Electrical HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Keep your boat's electrical systems running and reliable.
Boatowner's Illustrated Electrical Handbook is perfect for learning how your boat's electrical system and much of its equipment works, and it will be an invaluable guide when adding equipment as well. This book needs to be in every boater's library as a ready...
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Phase Conjugate Laser Optics (Wiley Series in Lasers and Applications)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
A cutting-edge guide to the latest innovations in laser technology         

The latest addition to the Wiley Series in Lasers and Applications, Phase Conjugate Laser Optics provides a complete review of the state of the art of phase conjugate lasers, including laser demonstrations, performance, technology, and a selection of the most...
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Analytical ElectrochemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
The critically acclaimed guide to the principles, techniques, and instruments of electroanalytical chemistry–now expanded and revised       

Joseph Wang, internationally renowned authority on electroanalytical techniques, thoroughly revises his acclaimed book to reflect the rapid growth the field has experienced in recent years. He...
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